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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

"It is exquisitely trivial, a delicate bubble of fancy, and it has its philosophy... that we should treat all the trivial things of life with sincere and studied triviality."

-Oscar Wilde

Dear Mr. Wilde,

We are all truly doing our best but feel sure you will understand our difficulty, it being 1986.

Sincerely,
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THEATRE COMPLEX

Training in Theatre Production and Design: All of the production elements of this performance, from sets and costumes to sound and lights, serve two purposes: first, to provide a professional performing environment for the actors on stage; and second, to provide an intensive hands-on learning experience for young theatre technicians and designers. They learn by working alongside professional staff and designers of the Theatre Complex.

There are two technical theatre programs at The Banff Centre: Introduction to Stagecraft, which gives participants the opportunity to work in various aspects of theatre production throughout the Festival; and the Theatre Production and Design Internship for advanced participants (interns) who specialize in individual areas of theatre production and design, working with professionals in their chosen areas.
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NEXT AT THE BANFF CENTRE
Drama Workshops

A selection of scenes from the world of Shakespeare, under the artistic direction of Bernard Hopkins. Including excerpts from As You Like It, Two Gentlemen of Verona, Much Ado About Nothing, and The Comedy of Errors.

July 21, 23 & 25
8:00 p.m., July 21
2:00 p.m., and 8:00 p.m., July 23
2:00 p.m., July 25
Margaret Greenham Theatre
Tickets: $4